CORRIGENDA

In the article by O. C. MARTIN and A. WAGNER (GENETICS 183: 673–684) entitled "Effects of Recombination on Complex Regulatory Circuits,” the citations for de Visser et al., 1999 and 2008 were incorrect. The correct citations are:

DE VISser, j. a. g. m., c. ZEYL, p. gERRish, j. bLANCHARD and r. lENSKI, 1999 Diminishing returns from mutation supply rate in asexual populations. Science 283: 404–406.

DE VISser, j. a. g. m., s.-c. pARK and j kRUG, 2009 Exploring the effect of sex on empirical fitness landscapes. American Naturalist 174: S15-S30